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Association between passive smoking and hypertension
in Chinese non-smoking elderly women

Lei Wu1,2, Shanshan Yang1,2, Yao He1,2,3, Miao Liu1,2, Yiyan Wang1,2, Jianhua Wang1,2 and Bin Jiang4

Although active smoking is linked with hypertension, the effect of environmental tobacco smoke exposure on hypertension

has rarely been studied, and the scant epidemiological data available have yielded uncertain findings. Therefore, we conducted

a cross-sectional study in a representative urban area of Beijing, China. A two-stage stratified clustering sampling method was

performed, and 1078 female participants aged ⩾60 years were included in the analysis. Among the participants without

antihypertensive treatment, 42 hours of daily passive cigarette smoking was significantly associated with higher systolic

(by 4.24) and diastolic blood pressure (by 2.09) after multiple adjustments. The prevalence of hypertension was significantly

higher in passive smokers (71.9%) than in non-passive smokers (66.1%). After adjusting for potential confounders, a positive

association was observed between passive smoking and the risk of hypertension, and the adjusted odds ratio (OR; 95%

confidence interval (CI)) was 1.38 (1.03, 1.85). Inversely, the control rate of hypertension was significantly lower in passive

smokers (26.3%) than in non-passive smokers (35.7%) among the hypertensive patients; the adjusted OR (95% CI) was 0.62

(0.44, 0.87). Furthermore, a dose-response association was observed between the amount and frequency of passive cigarette

smoking and the control rate of hypertension. We demonstrated that passive smoking was significantly associated with the

increased prevalence and lower control rate of hypertension in a community-based elderly population in Beijing, China.

Additional randomized controlled trials and large prospective studies are still required to determine the relationship between

passive smoking and hypertension among the Chinese elderly.
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INTRODUCTION

Tobacco exposure remains one of the major public health challenges
around the world. The 2010 Global Adult Survey reported that the
prevalence of tobacco smoking was 52.9% among Chinese males
and 2.4% among Chinese females.1 As a result, many Chinese
non-smokers are exposed to environmental tobacco smoke. A recently
published meta-analysis reported that nearly half of the Chinese adult
non-smokers were consistently exposed to environmental tobacco
smoke during the past two decades.2

Previous evidence has demonstrated that both active and passive
smoking are important risk factors for various chronic diseases, such
as cancer, cardiovascular events and kidney disease.3–6 Although active
smoking is linked to hypertension,7–9 the effect of passive smoking on
hypertension has rarely been studied, and the few epidemiological
studies on this topic have yielded uncertain findings.10–12 This can be
attributed to the fact that various diagnostic criteria of hypertension
and different characteristics of participants contribute to the
controversial relationship between passive smoking and hypertension.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has investigated
whether passive smoking is associated with the prevalence and control
of hypertension in urban elderly female populations, which have a
higher prevalence of hypertension and a higher risk of developing
negative health outcomes.
By the year of 2050, elderly people will constitute nearly one-third

of the total Chinese population.13 However, the relationship between
passive smoking and hypertension in elderly Chinese remains uncer-
tain. Therefore, we performed a cross-sectional study to examine the
association between passive smoking and the prevalence and control
of hypertension among elderly non-smoking women in urban
Beijing, China.

METHODS

Study sample
We used the data from a previously reported cross-sectional study.14 We
included local residents aged 60 years or above and those who lived in
the Wanshoulu Community of Haidian District for more than one year.
A two-stage stratified clustering sampling method was performed. First, we
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randomly selected 9 of the 94 communities in this district. Second, we
randomly invited one elderly resident from each household in these 9
communities. Finally, a total of 2162 of the 2510 eligible elderly subjects
(response rate: 86.1%) completed the survey from September 2009 to June
2010. After excluding men, current smokers, ever smokers and participants
with incomplete data, 1,078 female non-smokers were included in the present
analysis.

Data collection and measurement
A face-to-face interview was administered by trained physicians and nurses.
Information on the participants’ demographic characteristics, medical histories
and lifestyles was recorded in a structured questionnaire. The height, weight,
waist circumference and blood pressure of each participant were measured by
trained nurses according to a standardized protocol. The waist circumference
was measured midway between the lower rib margin and iliac crest. Height was
measured in meters after participants removed their shoes. Weight was
measured in kilograms after participants removed heavy clothing, and 1 kg
was deducted for the remaining garments. The body mass index (BMI) was
calculated as weight (in kilograms) divided by the height in meters squared.
Overnight fasting blood specimens were obtained from each participant for
measuring the serum lipid and glucose. Blood specimens were sent to the
central laboratory of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army General Hospital in
fewer than 30 min.

Definitions of passive smoking status
A current smoker was defined as a person who smoked at least one cigarette or
used other tobacco products at the time of the survey. An ever-smoker was
defined as a person who smoked daily for at least 6 months at any point in her
life.15 As in our previous study, a passive smoker was defined as a non-smoker
who was exposed to environmental smoke on at least one occasion per week,
for at least 30 min per occasion.3 Environmental smoke sources included the
home, workplace and other public places. We collected information on the
amount and frequency of passive cigarette smoking as continuous variables
based on the following questions. (1) Did you have family members
(or coworkers, or other smokers) who smoked cigarettes near you so that
you frequently breathed in their smoke? (2) How many cigarettes per day were
you exposed to from smokers? (3) For how long (hours) per day were you
exposed to smokers? The amount of passive smoking was then categorized as
follows: 0 cigarette per day, 1–10 cigarettes per day and 410 cigarettes per day.
The frequency of passive cigarette smoking was categorized as follows: 0 hour
per day, 1–2 hour per day and 42 hour per day.

BP measurement and definitions
In the survey, each participant’s blood pressure records were obtained from
07:00–08:00 hours using standardized mercury sphygmomanometers. Although
the participants were in a sitting position, trained nurses obtained blood
pressure records from the right arm of each participant. Both diastolic and
systolic blood pressure levels were measured twice with a short resting interval
between the two measurements. The mean values of the two readings were
calculated to record the blood pressure value of each participant. If the two
measurements differed by more than 10 mm Hg, a third measurement was
obtained from the participant, and the average value of the three records was
calculated as the final record.
Hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure ⩾ 140 mm Hg and/or

diastolic blood pressure ⩾ 90 mm Hg and/or self-reported antihypertensive
treatment. Among the participants defined as hypertensive patients in the
present interview, the control rate of hypertension was defined as the usage
of antihypertensive medication associated with systolic blood pressure
o140 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure o90 mm Hg.16

Statistical analysis
SPSS version 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for data analysis. The
level of statistical significance was set at a two-tailed α-value of 0.05.
Baseline characteristics were described using descriptive statistics. Differences

in the means and proportions were evaluated by the t-test and χ2 test. The
relationships between passive smoking status (whether exposed to passive

smoking and the amount and frequency of passive cigarette smoking), and
diastolic and systolic blood pressure (continuous variable) were examined using
a multivariable linear regression model among the 558 participants without
antihypertensive treatment. Of the 1078 participants with complete baseline
data, the logistic regression model was used to identify the associations between
passive smoking status and the prevalence and control rate of hypertension
(dichotomy variable). Participants aged less than 65 years were excluded from
the sensitivity analysis. The characteristics of the study population, according to
the presence or absence of passive smoking, amount of passive smoking and
frequency of passive smoking are listed in the Supplementary tables.

Ethical consideration
The Independent Ethics Committee of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army
General Hospital (No. EC0411-2001) approved our study. Signed informed
consent was obtained from each eligible subject.

RESULTS

A total of 1078 female subjects were included in the present analysis
after excluding 51 current female smokers, 65 females who were ever
smokers and 59 females with incomplete data. Baseline characteristics
of the study population are presented in Table 1. Overall, the mean age
of the female participants was 70.5± 6.3 years, with a range from 60 to
95 years. The average values of the daily amount and frequency of
passive cigarette smoking were 3.9 cigarettes and 0.9 h, respectively.
The prevalence of passive smoking was 32.1% among normotensive
women. In the hypertensive patients, the prevalence of passive
smoking in the uncontrolled hypertensive and controlled hypertensive
patients were 41.5 and 31.4%, respectively.

Comparison of the mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure
Among participants without antihypertensive treatment (n= 558), the
comparisons of the mean values of systolic and diastolic blood
pressure by passive smoking status are shown in Table 2. We observed
that the mean values of systolic and diastolic blood pressure were both
increased when the amount and frequency of passive cigarette
smoking were elevated. Compared with non-passive smokers, parti-
cipants with more than 2 h of daily passive cigarette smoking had a
significantly higher systolic blood pressure (by 4.24) and higher
diastolic blood pressure (by 2.09) after multiple adjustments. How-
ever, the blood pressure of the passive smokers who were exposed to
1–10 cigarettes per day or 410 cigarette per day was not significantly
higher than that of the non-passive smokers.

Association between passive smoking and hypertension
Table 3 shows the unadjusted and adjusted associations between
passive smoking status and the prevalence and control rate of
hypertension. The prevalence of hypertension was significantly higher
in passive smokers (71.9%) than that in non-passive smokers (66.1%).
After adjusting for age, education level, marital status, physical activity,
smoking and drinking status, BMI, family history of cardiovascular
disease (CVD), treatment of diabetes and hyperlipidemia, the odds
ratio (OR; 95% confidence interval (CI)) for hypertension was 1.38
(1.03, 1.85) in passive smokers compared with the reference category
(no passive smoking). Furthermore, a positive association was
observed between the frequency of passive cigarette smoking
(42 hours per day) and the risk of hypertension compared with
non-passive smokers, and the adjusted OR (95% CI) was 1.46 (1.02,
2.09). Participants exposed to environmental smoke for 1–10
cigarettes per day had a marginally increased risk of hypertension
compared with non-passive smokers, and the adjusted OR (95% CI)
was 1.43 (0.99, 2.05). However, a non-significant association
was shown between the amount of passive cigarette smoking
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(410 cigarettes per day) and risk of hypertension compared with
non-passive smokers.
As presented in Table 4, in hypertensive patients (n= 735), the mean

values of systolic and diastolic blood pressure were 148.7 and
79.9 mmHg in passive smokers, which were significantly higher than
those in non-passive smokers (systolic and diastolic blood pressure were
145.2 and 77.9 mmHg, respectively). The control rate of hypertension
was significantly lower in passive smokers (26.3%) than those in the
reference category (no passive smoking, 35.7%), and the adjusted OR

(95% CI) was 0.62 (0.44, 0.87). In addition, we found a significant
dose-response association between the level (1–10 cigarettes per day:
OR= 0.67, 95% CI 0.44, 1.02; and 410 cigarettes per day: OR= 0.56,
95% CI 0.35, 0.89) and frequency (1–2 hours per day: OR= 0.69, 95%
CI 0.43, 1.09; and 42 hours per day: OR= 0.57, 95% CI 0.38, 0.87) of
passive cigarette smoking and the control rate of hypertension. Parti-
cipants exposed to environmental smoke for 410 cigarettes per day
and 42 hours per day had a significantly increased risk of non-
controlled hypertension compared with non-passive smokers.

Table 2 Comparison of mean systolic and diastolic BP in participants without antihypertensive treatment by passive smoking status

Systolic BP, mmHg Diastolic BP, mmHg

N Mean± s.d. β (95% CI)a P-value Mean± s.d. β (95% CI)a P-value

No passive smoking 359 134.8±19.5 1.00 74.9±8.9 1.00

Passive smoking 199 137.6±22.1 2.66 (−0.74, 6.06) 0.125 76.6±10.0 1.19 (−0.40, 2.79) 0.142

Amount of passive smoking
0 cigarette per day 359 134.8±19.5 1.00 74.9±8.9 1.00

1–10 cigarettes per day 107 138.1±18.9 2.74 (−1.51, 6.99) 0.206 76.3±8.8 0.67 (−1.32, 2.66) 0.510

410 cigarettes per day 92 136.9±25.4 2.57 (−1.90, 7.03) 0.259 76.9±11.3 1.79 (−0.30, 3.89) 0.093

Frequency of passive smoking
0 hour per day 359 134.8±19.5 1.00 74.9±8.9 1.00

1–2 hours per day 83 135.8±19.8 0.38 (−4.31, 5.07) 0.874 75.5±8.8 −0.10 (−2.30, 2.10) 0.929

42 hours per day 116 138.9±23.6 4.24 (0.16, 8.31) 0.041 77.3±10.8 2.09 (0.18, 4.00) 0.032

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; BP, blood pressure; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
aAdjusted for age, educational level, marital status, physical activity, drinking status, BMI, family history of CVD, treatment of diabetes and hyperlipidemia.

Table 1 Characteristics of the normotensive and hypertensive patients in lifelong non-smoking female participants

Hypertensive

Characteristics Normotensive (n=343) Uncontrolled (n=499) Controlled (n=236) All (n=1078)

Mean± s.d.
Age (yrs) 68.9±6.3 71.6±6.1 70.6±6.0 70.5±6.3

Height (cm) 156.0±5.6 155.3±5.4 155.5±5.0 155.5±5.4

Weight (kg) 57.7±8.8 62.0±9.4 60.0±9.3 60.2±9.4

BMI (kg m–2) 23.7±3.2 25.7±3.6 24.8±3.5 24.9±3.6

WC (cm) 83.2±9.0 87.9±8.4 85.4±8.4 85.8±8.8

Systolic BP (mmHg) 123.8±12.3 155.7±14.5 127.3±10.5 139.3±20.0

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 71.2±7.2 82.0±8.6 71.6±7.8 76.3±9.6

TC (mmol l–1) 5.5±1.0 5.5±1.0 5.4±1.0 5.5±1.0

TG (mmol l–1) 1.5±0.7 1.9±1.1 1.7±0.8 1.8±0.9

HDL-C (mmol l–1) 1.6±0.4 1.4±0.4 1.4±0.3 1.5±0.4

LDL-C (mmol l–1) 3.3±0.8 3.4±0.9 3.4±0.9 3.4±0.9

FPG (mmol l–1) 5.8±1.4 6.2±1.9 5.9±1.2 6.0±1.6

Amount of passive cigarette smoking (cigarettes per day) 3.4±1.1 4.7±1.3 2.9±1.8 3.9±1.4

Frequency of passive cigarette smoking (hours per day) 0.8±0.6 1.1±0.9 0.6±0.4 0.9±0.6

N (%)
Educational (⩾7 yrs) 268 (78.1) 307 (61.5) 179 (75.8) 754 (69.9)

Married 282 (82.2) 394 (79.0) 190 (80.5) 866 (80.3)

Current drinker 30 (8.7) 36 (7.2) 14 (5.9) 80 (7.4)

Physical activity (⩾1 hour per day) 303 (88.3) 418 (83.8) 200 (84.7) 921 (85.4)

Passive smoking 110 (32.1) 207 (41.5) 74 (31.4) 391 (36.3)

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; BP, blood pressure; FPG, fasting blood-glucose; HDL-C, high density lipoprotein; LDL-C, low density lipoprotein; TC, total cholesterol; TG, triglycerides;
WC, waist circumference.
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Sensitivity analysis
Supplementary Tables 1–3 present characteristics of the study popula-
tion according to the presence or absence of passive smoking, amount
of passive smoking and frequency of passive smoking. We found that
the participants who were younger, had a higher BMI (higher weight
and/or higher waist circumference), had higher levels of systolic and
diastolic blood pressure and were current drinkers were more likely to
be exposed to environmental smoke. We assessed the relationship
between passive smoking status and the prevalence and control rate of
hypertension in the sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Table 4). The
results were similar, as shown in Table 3, after excluding participants
aged 60 to 64 years (n= 230, 21.3%). For participants aged 65 years or
above, the adjusted OR (95% CI) of having hypertension was 1.40
(0.99, 1.98), and that of controlled hypertension was 0.54 (0.36, 0.81),
in female passive smokers compared with non-passive smokers.

DISCUSSION

Our study evaluated the association between passive smoking and
hypertension among older non-smoking women in an urban area of
Beijing. After adjusting for potential confounding variables, a positive
association was observed between passive smoking and the risk of
hypertension. In contrast, passive smoking status was negatively
associated with controlled hypertension. Furthermore, a dose-

response association was observed between the amount and frequency
of passive cigarette smoking and the control rate of hypertension.
In the present study, we observed a significant trend towards

increased mean values of both systolic and diastolic blood pressure in
the participants who had a higher frequency of passive cigarette
smoking after multiple adjustments. These findings are in agreement
with several previously published studies. The Ohasama study found
that passive smoking was associated with elevated home blood
pressure in a Japanese female population.12 Seyedzadeh et al.17

reported that the mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure in an
environmental tobacco smoke exposure group were higher than those
in a non-exposure group of elementary school children. Although the
categories of passive smoking and the study population differed from
those in the present study, our results consistently support those
findings in a community-based elderly population. However, a non-
significant or marginally significant association was shown between the
level of passive cigarette smoking (1–10 cigarettes per day or 410
cigarettes per day) and risk of hypertension or blood pressure levels.
One possible explanation is recall bias for the number of cigarettes.
Compared with the hours of exposure, it is more difficult to exactly
recall the number of cigarettes passively inhaled from other smokers.
In addition, the exposure time of each cigarette is not consistent
because of varied smoking habits. Some smokers may throw a cigarette
butt away after smoking the entire cigarette, whereas others may throw

Table 3 Association between passive smoking status and the prevalence of hypertension

N (%) OR (95% CI) P-value aOR (95% CI)a P-value

No passive smoking 454/687 (66.1) 1.00 1.00

Passive smoking 281/391 (71.9) 1.31 (1.00, 1.72) 0.050 1.38 (1.03, 1.85) 0.030

Amount of passive smoking
0 cigarette per day 454/687 (66.1) 1.00 1.00

1–10 cigarettes per day 155/214 (72.4) 1.35 (0.96, 1.89) 0.084 1.43 (0.99, 2.05) 0.055

410 cigarettes per day 126/177 (71.2) 1.27 (0.88, 1.82) 0.198 1.33 (0.90, 1.95) 0.151

Frequency of passive smoking
0 hours per day 454/687 (66.1) 1.00 1.00

1–2 hours per day 117/167 (70.1) 1.20 (0.83, 1.73) 0.328 1.28 (0.86, 1.90) 0.220

42 hours per day 164/224 (73.2) 1.40 (1.00, 1.96) 0.048 1.46 (1.02, 2.09) 0.037

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
aAdjusted for age, educational level, marital status, physical activity, drinking status, BMI, family history of CVD, treatment of diabetes and hyperlipidemia.

Table 4 Association between passive smoking status and the control rate of hypertension

N (%) OR (95% CI) P-value aOR (95% CI)a P-value

No passive smoking 162/454 (35.7) 1.00 1.00

Passive smoking 74/281 (26.3) 0.64 (0.46, 0.89) 0.009 0.62 (0.44, 0.87) 0.006

Amount of passive smoking
0 cigarette per day 162/454 (35.7) 1.00 1.00

1–10 cigarettes per day 43/155 (27.7) 0.69 (0.46, 1.03) 0.072 0.67 (0.44, 1.02) 0.061

410 cigarettes per day 31/126 (24.6) 0.59 (0.38, 0.92) 0.020 0.56 (0.35, 0.89) 0.014

Frequency of passive smoking
0 hour per day 162/454 (35.7) 1.00 1.00

1–2 hours per day 33/117 (28.2) 0.71 (0.45, 1.11) 0.129 0.69 (0.43, 1.09) 0.112

42 hours per day 41/164 (25.0) 0.60 (0.40, 0.90) 0.013 0.57 (0.38, 0.87) 0.009

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
aAdjusted for age, educational level, marital status, physical activity, drinking status, BMI, family history of CVD, treatment of diabetes and hyperlipidemia.
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the butt away after only a few drags. A larger sample size and accurate
measurement are needed to precisely detect the association.
Previous epidemiological studies have examined the association

between passive smoking status and hypertension, and some of these
reports are in accordance with our findings. As in our study, Li et al.11

demonstrated that passive smoking is associated with an increased risk
of hypertension among non-smoking women in rural China. Their
reports demonstrated that the adjusted ORs of having hypertension for
passive smoking exposure levels of 1–3, 4–6 and ⩾ 6 occasions per
week were 1.01, 2.57 and 2.59, respectively, compared with non-
passive smokers. Makris et al.18 also demonstrated that masked
hypertension is associated with passive smoking in a dose-related
manner. In the present study, we further observed that passive
cigarette smoking was negatively associated with the hypertension
control rate, which has not been previously reported. Furthermore,
other studies have evaluated the association between active smoking
and hypertension, which might help to explain or indirectly support
our findings. The results of the Olivetti Heart Study confirmed that
smoking cessation was associated with lower blood pressure and
minor hypertension risk.8 Oncken et al.19 also confirmed that smoking
cessation caused a significant reduction in systolic blood pressure.
Whether non-exposure of environmental tobacco smoke helps prevent
hypertension or decreases the blood pressure should be explored in
further prospective cohort studies and randomized controlled studies
with a larger sample size.
Beyond high blood pressure, we also found that participants who

were younger, had a higher BMI, and frequently used alcohol were
more likely to be passive smokers. BMI and alcohol use have also been
demonstrated to be risk factors related to high blood pressure.20,21 In
fact, the main sources of passive smoking were from the participants’
children.22 Younger elderly people may still live with their unmarried
children, making them more likely to be exposed to environmental
smoke. We found that passive smoking was an independent risk factor
for prevalent hypertension and uncontrolled hypertension after
adjustment for those confounding variables.
Potential biological pathways are likely to participate in the

relationship between passive smoking and the increased risk of
hypertension. It is reported that active and passive smoking may
confer a hypertension risk according to a similar mechanism.11 The
relationship between active smoking and hypertension has been clearly
established. Smoking may increase the blood pressure via adverse
effects on vasoconstriction and/or vessel dilation, inactivating baror-
eceptors or impairing the function of arterial walls.23–25 Notably, the
majority of cigarette smoke is released into the surrounding environ-
ment by burning tobacco.26 Environmental smoke, also known as
secondhand smoke, contains more harmful substances than the smoke
inhaled by smokers themselves.26 Secondhand smoke contains not
only carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, ethanol, methane and toluene,
but also a substantial amount of carcinogens, such as benzopyrene,
nitrosamines, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and toluene
nitroso.25,26 Previous studies have demonstrated substantial and
immediate benefits of smoking cessation treatment, including
improved central blood pressure, endothelial function and cardiovas-
cular indices.27–29 It is very likely that active and passive smokers who
have inhaled these poisonous compounds have an increased risk of
developing chronic diseases.
An important advantage of our study is that we included only local

non-smoking female residents from a representative urban area; as a
result, the subjects had homogeneous environmental factors. We
excluded men because the prevalence of active smoking is high among
Chinese males.1 Therefore, we were able to solely investigate the effect

of passive smoking in the present study. In addition, hypertension was
diagnosed by participant certification of the disease diagnosis or direct
measurement of blood pressure. Although the present study had a
cross-sectional design, our data on hypertension should not have been
affected by reporting bias. Finally, because the prevalence of active
smoking in Chinese females was o3%,1 the possibility of misclassi-
fication of current or ever smokers as never smokers should be
very low.
Admittedly, our study has several limitations. First, we did not

collect information on dietary factors, such as detailed consumption of
sodium, potassium, calcium and protein. These factors might have
affected the association between passive smoking and hypertension.
Second, although we adjusted the potential confounding variables in
the multiple regression model, other undetected covariates, such as
socio-economic status, might have affected our results. For example,
subjects with a low social status and/or low income are more likely to
be passive smokers. In addition, these subjects may not have a
sufficient economic condition for measuring and controlling their
blood pressure. Third, information on the passive smoking status
relied on self-reports; as a result, recall bias and reporting bias cannot
be avoided. For instance, participants who were exposed to the same
number of cigarettes or had the same number of hours of smoke
exposure may inhale different concentrations of environmental smoke
because of different ventilation conditions. A biological marker of
passive smoking exposure, such as the cotinine level, is required to
accurately detect the association in the future. Another limitation is
that we did not categorize different sources of environmental tobacco
smoke exposure because of the small sample size in the present study.
High-quality randomized controlled trials and long-term follow-up
cohorts are still needed to address this issue.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that passive smoking was signifi-

cantly associated with an increased prevalence and lower control rate
of hypertension after adjusting for potential confounding variables in a
community-based elderly population from Beijing, China. Further
randomized controlled trials and prospective studies are required to
determine the relationship between passive smoking and hypertension
among the Chinese elderly.
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